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Estimated Costs of Implementing
Reflex Supplemental Testing Based
on Screening-Test–Positive S/Co Ratios

To assist laboratories in assessing the potential financial
impact of implementing reflex supplemental testing for screening-
test–positive samples with low s/co ratios, the incremental costs
associated with such testing were estimated for three hypo-
thetical populations of 10,000 persons each, representing anti-
HCV prevalences of 2%, 10%, and 25%, respectively (similar
to those of the groups evaluated previously). For each popula-
tion, the costs of performing the screening test (by
using EIAs as the example) and each of two different supple-
mental testing schemes (schemes 1 and 2) were compared with
the cost of performing only the screening test (base scheme).

All schemes included performing a screening EIA on each
sample and repeating initially reactive specimens in duplicate.
Scheme 1 also included RIBA testing on all screening-test–
positive samples with average s/co ratios <3.8, and scheme 2
included NAT testing on all screening-test–positive samples
with average s/co ratios <3.8, followed by RIBA on those that
were NAT-negative.

The increased costs for schemes 1 and 2 were calculated per
sample tested compared with the base scheme. For RIBA and
NAT, minimum and maximum costs were estimated; mini-
mum costs were defined as costs for reagents only, and maxi-
mum costs were defined as costs incurred for tests performed
by a referral laboratory. The following assumptions were made:

• The percentage of initially reactive samples that were
repeatedly reactive (screening-test–positive) was assumed

to be 90% in the groups with anti-HCV prevalences of
2% and 10%, and 95% in the group with anti-HCV
prevalence of 25%.

• The proportion of screening-test–positive samples with
average s/co ratios <3.8 and the proportion of such samples

that tested RIBA-positive for each population was derived
(Table 2).

• The proportion of screening-test–positive samples with
average s/co ratios <3.8 that were NAT-positive was
derived (Table 2) for the populations with anti-HCV
prevalences of 2% and 10%. For the population with a
prevalence of 25%, this proportion was assumed to be
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on the s/co ratios of screening-test–positive results that can be
implemented without substantial increases in testing costs.

Implementation of these recommendations will provide
more reliable results for physicians and their patients, so that
further counseling and clinical evaluation are limited to those
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ratios from the initial reactive result and the one duplicate
reactive result.

For those screening-test–positive samples that undergo
reflex supplemental testing (according to the testing option
chosen), the screening test anti-HCV results should not be
reported before the results from the additional testing are avail-
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